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Abstract

This paper presents a method to delineate visually im-
portant segments from cooking videos, which is expected
to be a core technique for cooking video indexing. Visual
information is exceptionally important in cooking videos,
since it represents essential technical skills owing to proper-
ties of instruction type videos. Here, we reveal that ordinary
shot-based video indexing approach will not work for cook-
ing videos, since visually important segments are absorbed
in a shot. Based on the observation of cooking videos, the
method detects repetitious motion segments as visually im-
portant segments by using relatively simple and robust tech-
niques. The experimental evaluation shows that the method
detects more than 80% of manually selected segments, while
84% of detected segments were correct. We also developed
a cooking video abstraction system as a sample application
of our method and confirmed that the proposed method is
useful for a real application.

1. Introduction

Following the increase of computational power and stor-
age capacity, a large amount of TV broadcast video is trans-
mitted and stored everyday. Recently, practical use of these
information has become an important subject. Now, many
studies are made on indexing broadcast video and multime-
dia data. Following this trend, we picked up the cooking
video as a target of video indexing by analysis[3].

In many cases, supplementary documents are available
along with cooking video. But, unlike other types of video,
such as news, visual information is exceptionally important
in cooking videos. In news video indexing, for example,
text information such as closed captions play a major role
to realize news-on-demand system, whereas visual informa-
tion is used only for topic segmentation in most cases. On

the other hand, although cooking videos might also have
related text information such as closed captions and corre-
sponding cookbooks, visual information in cooking videos
is extremely important because it represents essential tech-
nical tips or skills of cooking procedures, due to properties
of instruction type videos.

Taking advantage of these visual information, automated
cooking video indexing will enable many practical appli-
cations, such as, cooking video retrieval system, cooking
video abstraction, or construction of multimedia cooking
contents through integration with cookbook. In the future,
the demand for such indexed cooking video will increase in
proportion to the popularity of computers at home. For ex-
ample, visual recipe on demand, multimedia cooking tips
catalogue, or visual cooking courseware will be very ef-
fective applications. In addition, applications in kitchen
environment, such as smart kitchen or automated cooking
system, would be examined using these digitalized cooking
recipes.

Typical approaches to video indexing generally separate
given videos into segments,i.e. shots. Shot boundaries
(cuts) are the discontinuous points in an image sequence,
so they can be detected in relatively good accuracy. Then,
in shot-based video indexing, image, audio and text analy-
ses is applied to the videos to realize content-based access
to shots[1, 2].

Cooking videos, on the other hand, have peculiar fea-
tures different from other videos. We will show that general
video indexing methods which segment videos into shots as
the smallest units for indexing are not suitable for cooking
video indexing. We will discuss about features of cooking
videos and introduce our method in the following sections.

2. Features of Cooking Videos

In this section, features of cooking videos are revealed
and indexing method suitable for cooking videos is dis-



cussed.
As shown in Fig. 1, shots in a cooking video are catego-

rized into (1)Face Shot, and (2)Hand Shot.

(a)Face Shot (b)Hand Shot

Figure 1. Shots categories in cooking video.

In a face shot, almost the whole kitchen is shown.
Though a teacher or an assistant explains about cooking
procedure, their motion and foods are too small in the pic-
ture. So, it is hard to obtain visual knowledge from face
shots.

On the other hand, hand shots are close-ups of tools
and/or hands while cooking something, and they have rich
visual information. However, there are smaller segments in
each hand shot, such as, image of preparation steps, cooking
motion(s), and appearance of foods. A hand shot contains
important segments which are the keys of the recipe, and
redundant segments between them as well.

Typical structure of a cooking program is shown in Fig.
2. Face shots and hand shots appear almost alternately.
Each hand shot has smaller structure,i.e. it contains smaller
important segments and relatively redundant segments.

Figure 2. Structure in cooking video.

Due to the structure of cooking videos, shots are too
coarse units for indexing;i.e. face shot is not visually signif-
icant, and hand shot contains both significant segments and
redundant segments. Considering this structure, it is cru-
cial to delineate these important segments from hand shots.
So, shot-based methods are not suitable for cooking video
indexing.

In shot-based video indexing, shot detection is realized
by simple signal processing-based techniques, since shot
boundaries are relatively abrupt changes in signal. How-
ever, important segments in hand shots do not have obvious
discontinuities as their boundaries. Although shot-based
video indexing is based on signal processing techniques,

video content analysis is essential for segmenting and in-
dexing cooking videos.

A cooking program is a kind of an instruction video, and
in most cases, there is a supplementary cookbook describ-
ing the same recipe as the video. Since users can always
refer to the recipe described in textbooks, unimportant steps
in the recipe are sometimes omitted in the video. However,
cooking video is useful because it can provide visual infor-
mation that is essential to instruct cooking procedure that
text can not express.

So, cooking motions and appearances of foods are partic-
ularly important in cooking video. Among them, we have
examined cooking motions referring to the actual cooking
programs, and we found that most motions in the cooking
recipes are repetitious motions. Repetitious motions have
many corresponding verbs, namely, “cut”, “toss”, “mix”,
“whip”, “grind”, and so on. Besides, there are some verbs
that can not be considered as repetitious motions, but are
repeated in actual cooking videos in most cases. It is be-
cause people tend to repeat important motion for emphasis.
Examples of repetitious motions are shown in Fig. 3. Based
on this idea, we detect important segments using time peri-
odicity of repetitious motions.

Figure 3. Examples of repetitious motions.

3. Detection of Repetitious Motion

In this section, our method to detect repetitious motions
is described.

Many studies on gesture recognition use skin color to
detect hand regions. After that, hands are tracked and their
motion is recognized[5, 6].

However, in cooking videos, hands are not always in the
picture, even in hand shots. Then, we need to detect repeti-
tious motion of tools, such as spatula or chopsticks. Since
these tools have various color and shape, it is difficult to
identify their graphical features. Accordingly, methods us-
ing specific color such as skin color is not suitable for our
target.



As shown in Fig. 3, we assume that an object goes
back and forth in a small region in the picture of impor-
tant repetitious motion segments. In our method, we an-
alyze time transition of brightness in small regions using
time frequency analysis, and detect repetitious motion by
testing existence of periodicity.

First, a frame is divided into small blocks, each of them
consist of 3× 3 pixels (see Fig. 4).Vx,y(t) is the mean
brightness of every pixel in a block, wherex, y are the spa-
tial coordinates of the block andt is the time coordinate of
the frame.

Figure 4. Image division and FFT method ap-
plication.

As shown in Fig. 4, ifx andy are fixed andt varies,
Vx,y(t) shows the time transition of brightness atx, y. Es-
pecially, if the object moves back and forth in the block,
Vx,y(t) changes periodically. If there is such periodical
transition at a certain number of blocks, the method regards
that a periodical motion exists in the segment at that time.

We applied FFT(Fast Fourier Transform) toVx,y(t) at
everyx, y, to examine the periodicity. The size of each win-
dow for FFT isT = 2n frames. We move this window by
Tstep frames and examine whether periodical motion exists
or not at each point of time. Equation of FFT is shown as
follows:

Fw,x,y(f) =
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T

T−1∑

t=0

Vx,y(w × Tstep + t) · W ft

∣∣∣∣∣

2

(1)

whereW ft is e−j 2π
T , andFw,x,y(f) = F (f) is the power

at frequencyf . w is the window number, which shows the
time zone that the FFT was applied.w × Tstep is the time
offset of the window.

If Vx,y(t) is periodical, the graph of FFT result should
have a clear peak at a particularf . To extract such a peak,
we introduce some statistical criteria. We observed that the
target frequency is limited in proportion to the human mo-
tions. Suppose that the range of frequency isf0 ≤ f <
f0 + N (see Fig. 5).

Figure 5. FFT graph.

First, the sum of power within the target frequency is
given by:

Powerw,x,y =
f0+N∑

f=f0

F (f) (2)

Next, the maximum value ofF (f) is given by Eq. 3.
The frequency that gives the maximum is defined asfp.

F (fp) = max
f0≤f<f0+N

F (f) (3)

Now F (fp) is the maximum but not always the clear
peak of the graph. So, we defineFpeak(fp), that shows
howF (fp) stands out from the average. This is the ratio of
F (fp) to the average ofF (f) excludingF (fp) (Eq. 4).

Fpeak(w, x, y) =
F (fp) × (N − 1)
∑f0+N−1

f=f0 ,f �=fp
F (f)

(4)

If F (fp) is smaller than the power at low frequencies,
namely,F (1) andF (2), it is probably due to slow motion
which is not periodical. To exclude such cases,R1 andR2

are defined, which are the ratio ofF (fp) to F (1) andF (2)
respectively.R1 andR2 must be large enough for periodical
motion.

When the periodicity of the motion is vague, the total
power becomes large but the peak in the graph does not
become so clear. So, we define the index of sharpness of
the peak as shown in Eq. 5.

Rsharp =
F (fp) × 4

∑fp+2
f=fp−2,f �=fp

F (f)
(5)

In the above, we introduced six parameters:Power,
Fpeak, fp, R1, R2 andRsharp. They express the total power
and sharpness of the peak in the FFT graph. In this method,
existence of periodicity in the motion is examined using
these six parameters.

To put it concretely, the repetitious motion is detected in
the windoww when every 6 parameters exceed thresholds
in more than 2 blocks. For example, if repetitious motion



is detected atw = w0, the motion exists within the frame
range ofTstep × w0 ≤ t < Tstep × w0 + T .

If there is only one block that satisfies the above condi-
tions, the segment is not regarded as a repetitious motion
because it is very likely due to noise. In addition, pictures
are very noisy at the borders of the frame. So we excluded
15 pixels (5 blocks) from each edge from consideration.

4. Evaluation Experiment

4.1. Conditions

We made an evaluation experiment according to the
previous section. The target data was cooking video (34
recipes, about 160 minutes in total) from a Japanese cook-
ing program. Properties of the video is shown in Tab. 1.

Table 1. Properties of the target video.
total time 160.1 min

number of recipe 34
file format mpeg2

size 720× 480 pixels
frame rate 15 frame/sec.

The method detects repetitious motions that repeat more
than two times in a window. Then we empirically deter-
mined 32 frames (about 2 seconds) for the window sizeT .
The window is moved byTstep = 16 frames (about 1 sec-
ond). The limits of target frequency aref0 = 3, N = 12.
Parameters on frequency analysis are given in Tab. 2(a).

As mentioned in the previous section, when six parame-
ters shown in Tab. 2(b) exceed the thresholds at more than
2 blocks, the method regards the segment as repetitious mo-
tion.

Table 2. Values and thresholds in the evalua-
tion experiment.

(a)Values (b)Thresholds

T = 32frame

Tstep = 16frame
f0 = 3
N = 12

Power > 500 Fpeak > 50
fp > 5 Rsharp > 3
R1 > 3 R2 > 3

4.2. Result and Analysis

Correct answers were given by detecting repetitious mo-
tion from the target video manually. The result of our

method was compared with these correct answers, and the
accuracy was evaluated.

The result is shown in Tab. 3. The number of manually
detected segments isAnsH , the number of automatically
detected segments isAnsM and the number of commonly
detected segments isAnsC . Recall isAnsC/AnsH , and
precision isAnsC/AnsM .

Table 3. The result of evaluation experiment.
AnsH AnsM AnsC Recall Precision

62 59 50 80.6% 84.7%

As shown in Tab. 3, the number of false alarms is small,
so our method can detect repetitious motions at more than
84% of precision. On the other hand, relatively large num-
ber of correct motions were not detected, and recall is about
80%. Examples of results of our method is shown in Fig. 6.

(a)cut cabbage (b)mix chicken with sauce
successful detection

(c) roast meat (d) soup in a bowl
false detection

(e) slap flours (f) fry leek
false rejection

Figure 6. Examples of results: detection of
repetitious motions by our method.

First, Fig. 6(a), (b) show the typical examples of success-
ful detection. Each of them is fast and periodical enough,
and important motions which represent important tips of
cooking procedures. Examples of false alarms are shown



in Fig. 6(c), (d). There are no human motions in Fig. 6(c),
(d), but in Fig. 6(c), the periodical motion of chopsticks
swaying on the frying pan was detected. In Fig. 6(d), soup
in the bowl might have been stirred just before this shot, so
soup is swaying periodically.

Fig. 6(e), (f) shows examples of false rejections. In Fig.
6(e), a woman tries to beat flour off a fish. The motion is
periodical, but too small. In Fig. 6(f), leek sticks are slowly
fried in a frying pan. Not only in this case, slow motions
tend to be relatively irregular, so sometimes whether these
motions are repetitious motions or not was difficult to de-
tect even for humans. Consequently, the result was unstable
when the motion seemed obscure.

It depends on applications whether or not the detected re-
sults are useful. Our observation shows that the results seem
to fit with perception of humans. To show usefulness of the
results, we will provide an actual example of application in
the next section.

5. Application of Our Method

We developed a simple application to confirm our
method’s effectiveness. Generally, abstraction of the video
is not so effective because synchronization of audio and im-
age is often lost and the splitted audio is too choppy[4].
However, audio in cooking videos can easily be compen-
sated by recipe texts. In addition, since cooking videos
include visually important segments representing tips of
cooking procedures as described before, abstract cooking
videos can be composed with such segments.

Figure 7. Cooking video abstraction system.

A snapshot of the cooking video abstraction system is
shown in Fig. 7.

In this case, the system applies cut detection to given
cooking videos first, then hand shots are selected by exclud-
ing face shots. In doing this, face regions are detected based
on skin color information. Details are omitted due to page
limit, but a similar approach can be found in [7].

The system includes the motion segments as well as the
first and last segments in the resultant abstract video for a
hand shot with motion segments. The middle of the shot is
included for a hand shot without motion segment.

We observed that the resultant abstracted cooking videos
will surely provide information on important visual tips as
well as necessary steps of cooking procedures.

6 Future Works

First, the accuracy of our method should be improved.
The current system can hardly detect slow motion, so adap-
tively stretching analysis window for slow motion segments
should be considered. It might be effective to combine our
method with object detection and tracking.

Next, important motions which are not repetitious should
also be detected for more comprehensive cooking video
indexing. Frequency of these motions is relatively small,
but sometimes there are non-repetitious motions peculiar
to each recipe. These motions have no specific features in
common, so it is not easy to distinguish them from unimpor-
tant motions such as “put the dish on the table”. However,
important motions are supposed to be shown in the middle
of the picture for a relatively long time. In this case, lo-
cation and velocity of the center of the motion balance are
useful.

Appearances of foods are important information for
some motions such as “dish up”. In cooking video, some-
times appearances of foods are shown in still images before
or after the cooking actions. If those segments are extracted
and put together with the important motions, it turns out that
almost all important segments are extracted.

The abstraction system introduced in this work can be
improved by detecting such important segments. In addi-
tion, finer indexing to the video would be realized by in-
tegrating the cookbook, in order to achieve a database of
digital cooking recipes. By doing this, fine grain cooking
video retrieval can be made;i.e. retrieving not only each
recipe but also each step or motion.

In the future, these results can be applied to the actual
cooking environment. For example, we can realize a “smart
kitchen,” equipped with several sensors to trace the current
step within the cooking procedure, which can instruct the
user what to do next or how the food will appear.

7. Conclusion

The paper proposes a novel approach for cooking video
indexing. We revealed that shot-based methods do not fit to
the structure of cooking video, and we decided to employ
important segments in a shot for indexing.

In this paper, repetitious motions are regarded as typical
important segments, and the automatic detection method for



them was proposed. The effectiveness of our method was
shown by the experiments.

We constructed a cooking video abstraction system as an
example application to show that our approach is practical
for actual applications.
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